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Abstract—In this research work, a novel eye-blink detection 
model is developed. The proposed eye blink detection model is 
modeled by following seven major phases: (a) video–to-frame 
conversion, (b) Pre-processing, (c) face detection, (d) eye region 
localization, (e) eye landmark detection and eye status detection, 
(f) eye blink detection and (f) Eye blink Classification. Initially, 
from the collected raw video sequence (input), each individual 
frames are extracted in the video –to-frame conversion phase. 
Then, each of the frames is subjected to pre-processing phase, 
where the quality of the image in the frames is improved using 
proposed Kernel median filtering (KMF) approach. In the face 
detection phase, the Viola-Jones Model has been utilized. Then, 
from the detected faces, the eye region is localization within the 
proposed eye region localization phase. The proposed Eye region 
localization phase encapsulates two major phases: Feature 
extraction and landmark detection. The features like improved 
active shape models (I-ASMs), Local Binary pattern are 
extracted from the detected facial images. Then, the eye region is 
localization by using a new optimized Convolution neural 
network framework. This optimized CNN framework is trained 
with the extracted features (I-ASM and LBP). Moreover, to 
enhance the classification accuracy of eye localization, the weight 
of CNN is fine-tuned using a new Seagull Optimization with 
Enhanced Exploration (SOEE), which is the improved version of 
standard Seagull Optimization Algorithm (SOA). The outcome 
from optimized CNN framework is providing the exact location 
of the eye region. Once the eye region is detected, it is essential to 
detect the status of the eye (whether open or close). The status of 
the eye is detected by computing the eye aspect ratio (EAR). 
Then, the identified eye blinks are classified based on the 
computed correlation coefficient as long and short blinks. 
Finally, a comparative evaluation has been accomplished to 
validate the projected model. 

Keywords—Eye localization; CNN; Seagull Optimization with 
Enhanced Exploration (SOEE); improved active shape model (I-
ASM); eye aspect ratio (EAR); eye-blink detection 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, the Eye-tracking and/or -blinking detection 

algorithms are playing a significant role in the all the spheres 
of the world, more particularly in the smartphones that are 
revalorizing the entire globe. The smart phones have become 
ubiquities in our routing life style. We rely upon the 
smartphones for storing our confidential information. In the 
smartphones, the spoofing attacks can be avoided by utilizing 
the eye blink detection techniques within the face recognition 
systems [1-4]  Moreover, the eye- blink detection systems in 
the smartphones provides information regarding the eye-
blinking habits of the users, and provides advices [5-8]. In 

fact, eye blinking is said to be the partly subconscious quick 
closing as well as reopening of the eyelids. The eye blinking is 
carried out with the aid of multiple muscles. The eye opening 
as well as closing is managed by the orbicularis oculi and 
levator palpebrae superioris [9-11]. In fact, the eye corona 
moistens by the eye blinking process. The frequency and 
duration are the prime factors for blinking. For an adult, the 
Average blinking frequency is 15-20 blinks/min, while the 
blinking frequency of the children is lower [12-15]. 

In literature, massive count of researchers has been 
devoted for eye blink detection. The outcome from them is 
either blink detection or eye status reorganization (open/closed 
eye). Most of the eye-tracking and eye-blinking detection 
algorithms rely upon the video input [16]. However, the 
techniques developed for desktop environments are not 
suitable for mobile/smartphone environments, owing towards 
the major shortcoming in terms of computational resources. A 
promising solution to this problem is to make use of the region 
of interest (ROI), wherein a smaller region is alone examined 
rather than searching for the location of eye in the whole 
image. For real-time processing, the eye localization is indeed 
a suitable approach for ROI-based solution. Once, the eye 
region is localized, its status is tracked using the deep learning 
models like convolutional neural network (CNN) and 
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) as well. Among the entire 
deep learning model utilized for eye blink detraction, the CNN 
is a renowned one [17]. Although the CNN is successful in eye 
blink detection, it is till been considered to be a computational 
complexity model, owing towards its higher time consumption 
in training the parameters. 

On the basis of this research gap is identified objective are 
identified as below: 

• To propose an enhanced model for face localization 
from video frame. 

• To propose an effective technique for eye pair 
localization from captured frame. 

• To propose eye blink detection technique for left, right 
and double click instance. 

• To evaluate effectiveness of the proposed technique. 

The major contribution of this research work is: The 
research work Introduces a Kernel median filtering (KMF) 
approach for de-noising the image frames. Work also 
Introduces an improved active shape models (I-ASMs) in the 
Eye region localization phase to exactly localize the eye 
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region. It introduces an optimized CNN model for precise Eye 
region localization. The weight of CNN is fine-tuned using the 
newly projected Seagull Optimization with Enhanced 
Exploration (SOEE) model. This Seagull Optimization with 
Enhanced Exploration (SOEE) is the improved version of 
standard Seagull Optimization Algorithm (SOA) . At the end 
of the research the accuracy of the system is compared with 
previously present technologies. 

The leftover parts of this paper are arranged as: The 
literature review on eye blink detection is manifested in 
Section II.  The proposed eye-blink detection framework: an 
overview is addressed in Section III. The video-to-frame 
conversion and pre-processing via proposed kernel median 
filtering, face detection via viola Jones model and eye 
localization via optimized CNN is portrayed in Section IV, 
Section V and Section VI, respectively. Moreover, eye status 
detection and eye blink detection and classification are 
portrayed in Section VII and Section VIII, respectively. The 
results acquired   as well are discussed comprehensively in 
Section IX. This paper is concluded in Section X. 

II. RELATED WORK 
In 2019, Sharmila et al. [1] have proposed a new technique 

for Eye Blink Detection model for preventing Computer 
Vision Syndrome (CVS). The proposed work uses Viola Jones 
algorithm for detecting the eyes, eye blink using background 
subtraction, gradient based corner detection and it is capable 
of detecting common cases of fatigued behaviour linked with 
prolonged computer use by tracking the eye blink rate. Hence, 
this proposed system could significantly reduce the symptoms 
among regular computer users leading to improved health 
habits. 

In 2021, Rajamohana et al. [2] have proposed a novel 
automated, real-time driver’s drowsiness detection framework 
using the proposed hybrid framework. The proposed model 
has formulated by blending the CNN and Bidirectional Long 
Term Dependencies (BiLSTM). The driver’s facial image and 
eye blinks have been tracked using the Video camera. The 
projected model has encapsulated three major phases: 
identification of the driver's face image using a web camera, 
extraction of eye image features using the Euclidean algorithm 
and continuous eye blinks monitoring. As a n outcome, the 
status of the eye is exhibited as either open or close. 

In 2021, Quddu et al. [3] have proposed a novel eye-
tracking system using the RNN and LSTM. The authors have 
utilized the RNN to detect the drowsiness. In addition, the eye 
movements were modelled using the LSTM. Two types of 
LSTMs: 1-D LSTM (R-LSTM) and convolutional LSTM (C-
LSTM) has been utilized. 

In 2020, Liu et al. [4] have proposed a fatigue detection 
algorithm on the basis of the analyzed deeply-learned facial 

expression. Initially, the multi block local binary patterns 
(MB-LBP) and Adaboost classifier has been utilized for 
training the face key point detection model. In addition, the 24 
facial points were identified using the trained model. 
Moreover, the proportion of the closed eye time within the 
unit time (PERCLOS) and yawning frequency were computed. 
The driver's fatigue state was deduced using the fuzzy 
inference system. The projected model could detect the degree 
of the driver fatigue accurately as well as quickly. 

In 2019, Wang et al. [5] have presented a robust fatigue 
detection system based on the binocular consistency using the 
deep learning. The eye gaze has been detected using the dual-
stream bidirectional convolutional neural network (BCNN). 
The GP-BCNN was constructed by including the vectorized 
local integral projection features within the Gabor filters and 
the projection vectors for overcoming the orientation and scale 
changes. Further based on the pupil distance, the eye 
screening mechanism (ESM) was projected with the intention 
of eliminating the detected errors. The projected model has 
yielded a higher accuracy rate. 

In 2019, Selvathi et al. [6] have proposed a fatigue and 
drowsiness detection system in FPGA using the deep neural 
network. Initially, the collected images were pre-processed via 
median filtering. Then, the facial regions were identified using 
the Viola Jones face detection algorithm. Further, the authors 
have extracted the Local Binary Pattern features from the 
detected faces, and have employed the Max pooling to lessen 
the level of complexity. The final detection was carried out 
using the SVM classifier. The results acquired had exhibited 
that the projected model is applicable for real time driver’s 
vigilance monitoring. 

In 2020, Lamba et al. [7] have utilized the feature level 
fusion (MmERMFLF) for precise multimodal eye blink 
recognition. The status of the eye was computed using the eye-
eyebrow facet ratio (EEBFR), and eyebrow to nose facet ratio. 
From eye blinks, pulse rate as well as behavioral patterns 
(emotions), the authors have sensed the emergency state using 
the improved intellectual framework. Moreover, the count of 
eye blinks was detected using the novel multimodal method 
(MmERMFLF). The projected model had achieved improved 
reorganization accuracy. 

In 2019, Zemblys et al. [8] have developed gazeNet for 
event detector’s generation. The projected model has 
encapsulated an end-to-end deep learning approach, which 
was trained using the raw eye-tracking data and have 
classified it as fixations, saccades and post-saccadic 
oscillations. The projected model hasn’t been utilized in large 
scale owing to its expanded training time. Table I summarizes 
the comparison between the existing approaches. 
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TABLE I. COMPARISON OF EXISTING APPROACHES 

Ref 
No 

Published 
Year Approach Advantages Disadvantages 

[2] 2021 
Convolution 
neural 
Network 

Convolution 
neural network is 
useful in facial 
recognition 
CNN is having 
higher accuracy 

It is not more 
useful in speech 
and voice 
recognition 
CNN requires lots 
of data 

[4] 2019 Facial 
Feature 

It reduces 
computational 
cost 

Vector used for 
facial feature 
finding is high 

[15] 2017 Template 
Marching 

It is easier to 
implement 

If template used is 
not proper then 
accuracy of output 
is hampered 

[22] 2016 Component 
Based 

It is faster and 
more accurate 
face detection  

For more accuracy 
larger vector 
should be used. 

[28] 2015 Knowledge 
based 

It reduces 
computational 
complexity 

Detection rate of 
this technique is 
slower 

III. PROPOSED EYE-BLINK DETECTION FRAMEWORK: AN 
OVERVIEW 

A. Architectural Description 
The proposed eye blink detection model will be modeled 

by following seven major phases: (a) video–to-frame 
conversion, (b) Pre-processing, (c) face detection, (d) eye 
region localization, (e) eye landmark detection and eye status 
detection, (f) eye blink detection and (f) Eye blink 
Classification. The architecture of the proposed work is 
manifested in Fig. 1. 

• Initially, from the collected raw video sequence (input), 
each individual frames are extracted in the video –to-
frame conversion phase. 

• Then, each of the frames is subjected to pre-processing 
phase, where the quality of the image in the frames is 
improved using proposed Kernel median filtering 
(KMF) approach. At the end of the pre-processing 
phase, noiseless and higher quality video frames are 
acquired. These pre-processed frames are subjected to 
face detection phase. 

• In the face detection phase, the facial region (ROI) in 
the pre-processed frames is detected by suppressing the 
rest of the regions (Non- ROI). The face detection is 
accomplished via Viola-Jones Model. 

• Then, from the detected faces, the eye region is 
localization within the pro-posed eye region 
localization phase. The proposed Eye region 
localization phase encapsulates two major phases: 
Feature extraction and landmark detection. The 
features like improved active shape models (I-ASMs), 
LBP are extracted from the detected facial images. And 
then the eye region is localization by using a new 
optimized CNN framework. This optimized CNN 
framework is trained with the extracted features (I-

ASM and LBP). Moreover, to enhance the 
classification accuracy of eye localization, the weight 
of CNN is fine-tuned using a new Seagull Optimization 
with Enhanced Exploration (SOEE), which is the 
improved version of standard Seagull Optimization 
Algorithm (SOA) [9]. 

The outcome from optimized CNN framework is 
providing the exact location of the eye region. Once the eye 
region is detected, it is essential to detect the status of the eye 
(whether open or close). 

Eye status detection: The status of the eye is detected by 
computing the eye aspect ratio (EAR). The aspect ratio is 
calculated between the points of eye to check whether eyes are 
opened or closed. 

Eye-blink detection: It is performed onto the computed eye 
landmarks using the normalized cross-correlation method. 
Then, the identified eye blinks are classified based on the 
computed correlation coefficient as long and short blinks. 

 
Fig. 1. Architecture of the Proposed Work. 
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IV. VIDEO-TO-FRAME CONVERSION AND PRE-PROCESSING 
VIA PROPOSED KERNEL MEDIAN FILTERING 

A. Video-to-Frame Conversion 
Let the collected input video sequence be denoted as, 

which includes count of frames. The video is indeed a medium 
that has become more important in today's society. It is made 
up of a series of frames, each of which is divided into shots 
and scenes, with the video being made up of a mixture of 
these scenes. To evaluate any video, we must first examine the 
features of the frames and then assess the video's attributes, 
which is accomplished using python' (OpenCv library) video 
to frame converter. Let the extracted frames be denoted as. 
The noise in is removed in the pre-processing stage using the 
proposed Kernel Median Filtering (KMF). Here, are the 
pixels. 

B. Pre-Processing via Kernel Median Filtering 
Preprocessing is a set of processes that aim to rectify or 

compensate for systematic mistakes in input before it is 
analyzed further. Owing to low collected integrity, every sort 
of information need pre-processing to improve it for future 
processing. 

Pre-processing is required for the following reasons: 

1) Light propagation qualities like scattering and 
absorption cause image deterioration. 

2) Video captures with a high level of specificity, such as 
an unknown stiff scene, un-known hue, or poor light 
sensitivity. As a consequence, an initiative has been taken to 
discover the perfect filtering for pre-processing the frames. 
Filtering reduce noise by reducing statistical variances. It 
contributes to the reduction of visual noise. Noise affects the 
acquisition or capture of an image. Filtering methods are used 
to process the image. The ultimate focus of the filter has 
always been to minimize picture noise and improve the input 
image. Prior to further analysis and processing, it's indeed 
vital to optimize image quality. 

The pre-processing stages utilized in this research work are 

a) Read the image in the frames 
b) De-Noise using proposed KMF 

Each of the frames in is read using the OpenCV Library 
Cv2.imread() function  From this , the noise is removed in the 
pre-processing stage using the proposed Kernel Median 
Filtering (KMF). 

Median filtering is a nonlinear procedure that may be used 
to reduce impulsive noise, sometimes known as salt-and-
pepper noise. It also is beneficial for retaining picture borders 
despite decreasing random noise. A random bit error in a line 
of communication may cause spontaneous or salt-and-pepper 
noise. Across an image frame, a window is moved in the 
median filter, and then for each pixel inside the window, its 
median intensity value is computed. This median intensity 
value is output intensity of the pixel being processed. The 
median filter has a significant drawback in that every out-
come has always been bound by specification to have been the 
window's median value. The centre value substituted also isn't 

evaluated to see whether it's an impulse or not. Whenever the 
intensity of the noise is considerable, the median filter works 
miserably. Therefore, a new Kernel Median Filtering (KMF) is 
introduced in this research work. 

The steps followed in the Kernel Median Filtering (KMF) 
are manifested below: 

1) The Kernel Median Filtering (KMF) detects the noisy 
pixels at first and then filters it as shown in Fig. 2. 

2) Once, the noise is filtered; the pixels are validated to 
check whether it is a thin line or an edge pixel. 

3) The input frame is convoluted with 4 convolutional 
kernels (sigmoid, RBF, Lapla-cian, Chi2). The minimal 
difference of these four convolutions is used for edge 
detection. (1) 

Cij }41:min{ ),( −=⊗ KWV k
baFi

 =             (1) 

4) Compare the value of with Threshold (say 1000). If the 
minimal value of the pixel is less than the threshold value, 
then the current pixel value is the same as it, else the standard 
median filtering is applied, and the median value is returned as 
the pixel value. This is mathematically shown in Eq. (2). 



 ≥

=
OtherwiseV

TCIfY
V baF

ij
MF

KMF
i ),(

;

             (2) 

The pre-processed outcome is subjected to face detection 
phase, wherein the facial region is detected using the standard 
Viola-Jones Model. 

 
Fig. 2. Proposed Kernel Median Filtering. 

V. FACE DETECTION VIA VIOLA JONES MODEL 

A. Viola-Jones Model 
The pre-processed image is subjected to viola-jones model 

for face region detection. The Viola-Jones algorithm, created 
by Paul Viola and Michael Jones in 2001, is indeed an object-

 

3*3 Matrix of a frame 

Convoluted with 4 
convolutional kernels 

(a) Sigmoid 

(b)RBF 

(c) Laplacian 

  

Identify the minimal difference of four 
convolutions ( ijC ) 

If TCij ≥  

1. Apply standard median 
filtering 

2. Compute the median value 
3. Median value is the 

intensity of the pixel 
 

Keep the current pixel value 

NO YES 

Output 

),(11 baF  ),(12 baF  ),(13 baF  

),(21 baF  ),(22 baF  ),(23 baF  

),(31 baF  ),(32 baF  ),(33 baF  
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recognition framework that enables for real-time identification 
of visual properties. Although becoming an obsolete 
paradigm, Viola-Jones seems to be remarkably efficient, as 
well as its applicability in real-time face identification has 
conclusively demonstrated to be particularly noteworthy [10]. 

The Viola-Jones Algorithm has two stages: 

1) Training 
2) Detection 
1) Training: Training data is the initial dataset used to 

train machine learning algorithms. Models create and refine 
their rules using this data. It's a set of data samples used to fit 
the parameters of a machine learning model to training it by 
example. 

2) Detection: Viola-Jones had been created for frontal 
face images; therefore this detects them superior over face 
images that are oriented sideways, upwards, or downwards. 
The image is transformed to grayscale before its being used to 
recognize a face since it is necessary to focus with less data to 
analyze. The Viola-Jones method discovers the position on the 
coloured picture after detecting the face in the grayscale 
image. Viola-Jones constructs a box and explores for a face 
within it. It's obviously looking for haar-like characteristics, 
which would be detailed later. After moving through each and 
every square inside the picture, the box advances a step to the 
right. A multitude of boxes recognize face-like characteristics 
(Haar-like features) employing smaller steps, and the 
information from all of those boxes aggregated supports the 
algorithm towards determining in which the face resides. 

3) Haar-like features: The characteristics underneath 
depict a box with such a dark and bright side, which the 
machine helps to define whatever the feature represents. As in 
the edge of a brow, one side may well be brighter than another 
at sometimes. The central area of the box may be brighter than 
that of the neighboring boxes, which might be misinterpreted 
for a nose. Viola and Jones observed three sorts of Haar-like 
characteristics in their research: • Four-sided features • Edge 
features • Line features [11] 

4) Integral images: The integral picture aids us in 
performing these time-consuming computations fast enough 
that we may determine if a feature of a group of features meets 
the requirements [12]. 

5) Training classifiers: We're training the machine to 
recognize these characteristics. We're feeding it data and then 
training this to understand from it in order to make 
predictions. In the end, the algorithm produces whether any of 
the frames may be categorized as a feature or not by defining a 
minimal threshold [13-16]. 

6) Adaptive boosting (AdaBoost): In general, the boosting 
is an Ensemble method that is formulated by means of 
combing several weak learners. As a resultant a strong learner 
is formulated. The most popularly utilized boosting models is 
the Adaptive Boosting approach. The adaboost solves the 
problem of “curse in dimensionality” issue. Even though, the 
formulated integral image has reduced the dimensionality of 
the image, still its features remain quite higher, and this tends 

to lessen the training accuracy. Therefore, the adaboost has 
been implied [17]. 

7) Cascading: The cascading takes place next to the 
adaboosting model. In the cascading model, each of the sub-
windows is validated to check whether the most important 
features are available within it or not. If the corresponding 
sub-window has the most important feature, then the second 
important features are explored, else the sub-window is 
discarded. This process is referred as cascading. By using this 
approach, the amount of computational time spends on the 
false windows. 

From the detected facial images 
faceV , the eye region is 

localized in the proposed eye region localization phase. 

VI. EYE LOCALIZATION VIA OPTIMIZED CNN 
The proposed Eye Region Localization phase includes two 

major phases: (a) feature extraction and (b) face region 
identification. Initially, from the identified faces using viola-
jones model, the facial features like improved ASM (I-ASM) 
and LBP (texture features) are extracted. 

A. I-ASM Features 
In ASM local texture feature and shape models are used. 

The deformation begins with the models shape. The shape is 
designated as a "point landmark". Eq. (3) is obtained by 
rotating, scaling and translating and as shown in Eq. (4). 

( )H
nn ogogG ,,...., 11=              (3) 

( )GHg dwowg υ,,,=               (4) 

For ordered shapes, the average shape is formulated as in 
Eq. (5). 

∑
=

=
m

i
igg

1  
The differences of each shape are indicated as Eq. (6). 

ggdg ii −=  
The covariance matrices are indicated as Eq. (7). Here, 

points to the count of histogram curves. 

T
i

m

i
idgdg

m
S ∑

=
=

1

1

              (7) 

The variable indicates major axes that provides divergence 
modes of all points of shape, and signifies the unit 
eigenvectors. The principal component analysis of provides 
eigen vectors and eigen values, and these eigen values forms 
the mode of variation. During the training process, the 
histogram curve can be modelled as the sum of the mean 
model and weighted modes of variation. As shown in Eq. (9), 
a new shape is generated using the mean of the weighted 
matrix sum, the mean shape of the eigenvector, and the weight 
vector. 

Ebgg +=     (8) )( SSEb T −=           (9) 
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The initial deformation weight is set as zero. 

Find a new preferred curve shape: the pixel in that is 
nearest to the corresponding pixel on the histogram curve of 
the test image is a new preferred choice of landmark. 

Compute new values for the weight changes: bEg ∆=∆ .  

Here, g∆  = 
Fface VV − . Moreover, we acquire 

bbb oldnew ∆+=  
Limit the formulation: b is limited with the intention of 

guarantying the additional deformation. The weight can be 
chosen such that Euclidean distance is less than maximal 
distance. 

Calculate the new shape 

Repeat the process until the convergence is reached. 

The extracted I-ASM feature is denoted as 
ASMIf −

 

B. LBP 
LBP is a measure of the correlation between pixels in a 

local region, which mostly represents local data. Many studies 
and research been published that combine more global or 
more local data with LBP in order to provide a more 
discriminative description from various feature levels. The 
LBP is less difficult to programme and has a higher 
discriminative potential. The image pixel, including the 
decimal numbers, is also labelled by the LBP operator. Each 
image pixel is computed with its surrounds during the 
labelling procedure by subtracting the value of the centre 
pixel. Furthermore, negative values are encoded as 0, and 
positive and zero values are encoded as 1. All of the binary 
codes are concatenated clockwise from the top-left to form a 
binary number, and these binary numbers are referred to as 
LBP codes [18]. The texture descriptor is used to create the 
local descriptions, which are then combined to create the 
global description. Furthermore, the distinguishable capability 
is used to extract characteristics from these texture objects. 

plS  and clS  in Eq. (10), respectively, denote the centre pixel 
intensities and the image centre pixel from the adjacent pl  . 
The pixel's LBP descriptor is written as ( )•LBP  , with PlNE  
denoting the number of neighbours. Eq. (11) gives the LBP 
descriptor function LBPf . 

( ) ( )
1

0
, 2 −

=
∑= pl

NE

pl
clplLBPcl

pl

FESLBP
           (10) 







 ≥−

=
otherwise

SSif
f clplLBP

,0
0,1

          (11) 

The final detection takes place in CNN< which is trained 
with the extracted features =F  LBPf + ASMIf −  

C. CNN 
The CNN is a deep learning model with three layers: 

"fully-connected layers, convolutional layer, and pooling 

layer". A lot of convolution kernels together makeup the 
convolution layer, which assist in computing the feature maps. 
A significant number of convolution kernels are included in 
the convolution layer, which aid in the calculation of various 
feature maps. The surrounding neurons of the previous layer 
are linked to each of the neurons in the feature map [19]. 
Finally, several kernels are employed in order to acquire the 
whole feature maps. At location ( )ed ,   of the thB  feature map 

residing in the thA   layer is 
A

BedZ ,,  , which is computed as per 
Eq. (I2). In this same layer and location, the nonlinear 
activation function ( )•act  is computed as per Eq. (13). 
“Sigmoid, tanh, and ReLU” are the activation functions. 

A
B

A
ed

TA
B

L
Bed biasQWZ += ,,,            (12) 

( )A
Bed

A
Bed Zactact ,,,, =  

W  and the bias  term denotes the weight and bias of 
CNN, respectively. This weight function is fine-tuned using 

SOEE model [20]. The patched input is denoted as 
A

edQ ,  . 
Shift-invariance has been achieved successfully by reducing 
feature map resolutions in the pooling layer. "The pooling 
layers of the CNN execute down sampling operations utilising 
the results collected from the convolutional layers." The 

pooling function is referred to as ()pol . 

The pooling function 
A

BedM ,, is then calculated for 
A

Bact;,;, . 

Here, ed ,ℜ  denotes the local area in ( )ed , . At the conclusion 
of the convolutional and pooling layers, there are multiple 
fully-connected layers. 

( ) ( ) ed
L

Bed
L

Bed nmactpolM ,,,,, ., ℜ∈∀=           (14) 

The loss() function is used to compute CNN's loss, which 

is represented by  Eq.(15). This ()Loss  function should be as 
small as possible, which is the goal of the current study. The 
goal function can be expressed formally as Eq. (16). A new 
SEEO model is used to fine-tune CNN's weight in order to 
achieve this objective. 

( ) ( )( )∑
=

=
N

n

nn OMl
N

Loss
1

,;1
θ

          (15) 

)(LossMinObj =            (16) 

The total number of input-output relations 
( ) ( )( ) [ ]{ }NnMJ nn ,,1;, ∈ is indicated by N , and the CNN's 

overall parameter is denoted byθ . In addition, 
( )nJ  represents 

the 
thn  input data, ( )nM  represents the matching target labels, 

and 
( )nO  represents the CNN output. 

D. Seagull Optimization with Enhanced Exploration (SOEE) 
The SOA model is a novel bio-inspired algorithm that is 

based on the migration and attacking behaviours of a seagull. 
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In general, the SOA model is good in solving the complex 
optimization model with lower computational complexity. In 
literature, it has been said that the convergence speed of the 
solutions increases, when the adaptive meta-heuristic 
operators are utilized. Therefore, the Seagull Optimization 
with Enhanced Exploration (SOEE) is introduced in this 
research work. The input to SOEE is the weight of the CNN, 
which is fine-tuned by the SOEE to enhance the eyeblink 
detection accuracy. The solution fed as input to SOEE is the 
weight of CNN, which is shown in Fig. 3. 

The steps followed in the SOEE model is furnished in the 
upcoming section: 

Step 1: Initialize the N  search agent’s population P. 

Step 2: Initialize the parameters 
itrMaxitrBA ,,, . Here, 

itrMaxitr,  points to the current iteration and the maximal 
iteration, respectively. 

Step 3: Set the value of  2;1;2 ←←← vufc  

Step 4: While  
itrMaxitr <  do 

Step 5: Compute the fitness of the search agent using Eq. 
(16). 

Step 6: Move to the migration behaviour of SOA model. 
Our contribution resides in this phase. In fact, three different 
processes take place in the Migration (exploration) phase: 
Collision avoidance, Movement along the direction of the best 
neighbor and stay closer with the best search agent. 

• With the intention of avoiding the collision amongst 
the search agent, a new variable A referred as the 
movement behaviour of search agent is added. 

)(* XPAC =             (17) 

Here, C is the search agent’s non- colliding position and 
P is the current position of the search agent. In addition, A

can be computed as per Eq. (), wherein cf is a variable that 
has been introduced to control the frequency of the employing
A . 













−= itr

c
c Max

fXfA ,
           (18) 

• During the movement along the best neighbor’s 
direction stage, our contribution has been included. 
Once the collision between the search agents is 
avoided, they are moved along the direction of the best 
neighbour. To make this movement more precise and to 
avoid the solutions from getting trapped into the local 
optima, a new mathematical model withy levy function

)(βLevy has been introduced in this research work. 
The newly developed mathematical expression is 
shown in Eq. (19). 

[ ] )()()(* βLevyXPXPBM best +−=          (19) 

Here, )(βLevy is the levy function undergone by the 
search agents while searching the global best solutions. In 

addition, )(XPbest , )(XP and M points to the global best 
position of the solution, current position of the search agent, 
position of the search agent, respectively. With the intention of 
having a proposed balance between the exploration as well as 
exploitation phase, the variable B is computed as per Eq. (20). 
Our contribution resides in this computational phase also. In 
the existing SOA model, the random variable S has been 
generated within the limits ]1,0[ . But, here we’ve computed 
the value of S using the newly proposed expression given in 
Eq. (21). 

SAB **2 2=             (20) 

)137.283.239.7(07.1 432
iiii SSSSS −+−=          (21) 

• Remain close to the best search agent: finally the 
position of the search agent is updated with respect to 
the best search agent as per Eq. (22) of SOA model. 

MCD +=
             (22) 

In addition, D is the distance in between the best search 
agent and the current search agent. 

Step 7: Move to the Attacking (exploitation) phase: in the 
attacking phase, the search agents undergo a spiral movement 
in the air. This spiral movement can be modelled in the three 
axes ZYX ,, as per Eq. (23)- Eq. (25), respectively. 

)(*' KCosrx =             (23) 

)(*' KSinry =             (24) 

Krz *'=             (25) 

Step 8: The random variable K is modelled using the 
newly proposed expression given in Eq. (26). The proposed 
expression is based upon the singer map. 

)137.283.239.7(07.1 432
iiii MMMMM −+−=         (26) 

Step 9: The updated position of the search agent is 
modelled as per Eq. (27). And eye region is located on that 
basis as shown in Fig. 4. 

)()''*'**()( xPzyxDXP best+=           (27) 

Step 10: Return )(XP  

Step 11: Terminate  
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Fig. 3. Solution Encoding 

  
(a)       (b) 

Fig. 4. An Illustration of Eye Landmark Detection: (a) Landmark Detection 
and (b) 68 Located Points. 

VII. EYE STATUS DETECTION 
Once, the eye region is localized, its status (open/ close) is 

identified by computing the eye aspect ratio. In this research 
work, the eye aspect ratio is computed between the eye points 
using Eq. (28). The eye computation for open and close eye is 
shown in Fig. 5. 

41

5362

.2 PP
PPPP

EAR
−

−+−
=

           (28) 

Here, P1,P2 ,P3 ,P4 ,P5 and P6 are the 2D landmark 
locations. 

a) The eye is considered to be open if the Eye Aspect 
Ratio is greater than the threshold [21]. 

b) If the Eye Aspect Ratio is less than the threshold, the 
eye is considered closed. 

c) The EAR of both eyes is averaged since eye blinking 
is produced simultaneously by both eyes. 

A poor monetary worth the presence of an EAR value does 
not imply that a person is blinking. It can happen when a 
person closes his or her eyes for a prolonged period of time or 
makes a facial expression, such as yawning, or when the EAR 
records a brief random fluctuation of the landmarks. 

   
(a)      (b) 

Fig. 5. EAR Computation of (a) Open and (b) Close Eye. 

VIII. EYE BLINK DETECTION AND CLASSIFICATION 

A. Eye Blink Detection 
Once the eye's state has been determined, it is monitored 

for eye blink detection. For eye-blink detection, the 
normalized cross correlation technique is used in this study. 
The normalized cross correlation can be calculated using 
Eq. (29). In general, the correlation coefficient is used to 
assess the similarity of the present eye picture to the preserved 
template of the opened eye. As a result, the correlation 
coefficient is generally referred regarded as a measure of eye 
openness [22]. The template image matching to the user's eye 
is automatically obtained during the system's startup. 

[ ]

∑ ∑

∑
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      (29) 

Here, R points to the correlation coefficient of the image 
and T is the template image. In addition, the original image 
is I ; and the co-ordinates are YX , . 

B. Eye Blink Classification 
To identify deliberate eye-blinks with a length more than 

250 milliseconds, the correlation coefficient is shifted over 
time. The on-set of the eye-blink is identified whenever the 
value of the coefficient is less than the predetermined 
threshold level of TL (2ms) for consecutive frames. If indeed 
the correlation coefficient value is greater than the threshold 
value TH, the off-set of the eye-blink is discovered (250ms). 
Experimentation was used to determine the TL and TH 
threshold values. Whenever a detected eye-blink lasts more 
than 250 milliseconds but less than 2 milliseconds, it is 
considered a "control" blink [23]. 

IX. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

A. Experimental Setup 
The proposed work has been implemented in PYTHON. 

The dataset for evaluation has been collected from [32]. The 
collected sample images are shown in Fig. 6. And open eye 
sample image are shown in Fig. 7. The assessment has been 
carried out in terms of MAE, MAPE, MSE, MSLE, RMSE 
and Optimization error as well. the proposed work 
(CNN+SOEE) has been compared over the existing models 
like the CNN+Bi-LSTM [2], C-LSTM [3], Bi-LSTM, RNN, 
MFO+CNN, GOA+CNN, SLnO+CNN and SOA+CNN, 
respectively. The correctly detected eye-blinks are denoted as 
True Positives (TP), false detections are denoted as False 
Positives (FP), and missed eye-blinks are denoted as False 
Negatives (FN) [24]. 

Clos
e 

 

  
 

 

 sample 
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median 
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proposed 
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detection 
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Fig. 6. Sample Image for Close Eye based Eye-Blink Detection. 
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Fig. 7. Sample Image for Open Eye based Eye-Blink Detection. 

B. Convergence Analysis 
In literature, it has been portrayed that the convergence of 

the solutions increases with adaptive parameter tunings in the 
standard optimization model. However, it is highly significant 
to have a mathematical evaluation, in order to show that the 
newly introduced SOEE model is highly convergent over the 
existing ones. Therefore, a convergence analysis has been 
undergone for the proposed work by varying the count of 
iterations. Since, the prime objective behind this research 
work is to minimize the loss function of CNN, which localizes 
the eyes accurately. Once, the eyes are localized with higher 
accuracy then the status of the eyes can be detected more 
precisely [25].  Since, the objective function is a minimization 
function, the approach that achieves the least cost function is 
said to be the best approach, as it has converged sooner. The 
resultant of the convergence analysis of the projected model is 
manifested in Fig. 8. 

On observing the acquired outcomes, the proposed work is 
identified to be successful even at the highest iteration counts. 
This clearly says that the projected model is applicable for 
huge databases. Initially, at the 0th iteration count, the cost 
function of the proposed as well as existing model is found to 
be higher. And then as the count of iterations got expanded, 
there seems to minimization in the cost function [26]. At the 
6th iteration count, the projected model has recorded the least 
cost function than the existing models. Most interestingly, the 
proposed work has recorded the most least cost function as 4.6 
at the 25th iteration count, and at this count the cost function 
recorded by the existing models are identified to be greater 
than 4.9. As a whole, the projected model is said to be highly 
convergent, and hence solved the optimization problems 
effectively. 

 
Fig. 8. Convergence Analysis of SEEO Model. 

C. MAE Analysis 
The MAE is the most commonly utilized for forecasting 

the accuracy of the model. In general, the Mean absolute error 
is the measure of the average absolute difference between the 
actual and predicted values in the eyeblink dataset. 
Mathematically, the MAE is given as per Eq. (30). 

iY
N

MAE Y
N

i
i

^

1

1
−= ∑

=            (30) 

Here, iY is the actual outcome and iY
^

is the predicted 
outcome. 

In this research work, the MAE of the proposed work has 
been computed, and its results acquire are compared over the 
existing models like the CNN+Bi-LSTM [27], C-LSTM 
[3],Bi-LSTM, RNN, MFO+CNN, GOA+CNN, SLnO+CNN 
and SOA+CNN, respectively. This evaluation has been carried 
out by varying the learning percentage from 60, 70, 80 and 90, 
respectively. The results acquired are shown in Fig. 9. On 
observing the outcomes, the projected model has recorded the 
least MAE value for every variation in the learning 
percentage. Among the recorded results, the proposed work 
has recorded the least MAE value as 1.2 at 90th learning 
percentage. The Mae of the projected work recorded at the 
60th learning percentage is 64.2%, 78.5%, 62.5%, 81.2%, 
75%, 83.3%, 50% and 57.14% improved over the existing 
models like the CNN+Bi-LSTM [2], C-LSTM [3], Bi-LSTM, 
RNN, MFO+CNN, GOA+CNN, SLnO+CNN and 
SOA+CNN, respectively. As a whole, the projected model is 
said to be less prone to errors, and this is owing to the fine-
tuning of the weight function of the CNN using the newly 
projected SOEE model. Since, the prime objective behind this 
research work is minimization of the loss function of the 
CNN, the minimized MAE acquired with the projected work 
has said that the defined objective has been successfully 
satisfied by the projected model [28]. 

 
Fig. 9. MAE Analysis of SEEO Model. 

D. MAPE Analysis 
The MAPE also known as the mean absolute percentage 

deviation (MAPD) has been utilized for measuring the 
detection accuracy. Mathematically, the MAPE can be given 
as per Eq. (31). 
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The MAPE of the proposed work has been computed, and 
the results acquired are manifested in Fig. 10. This evaluation 
has been undergone by varying the learning percentage. The 
graphical results acquired have exhibited a reduced MAPE 
value for the projected work. The projected model had 
recorded the minimal MAPE values as 0.03, 0.035, 0.038 and 
0.015at the 60th, 70th, 80th and 90th learning percentage. At 
the 60th learning percentage, the MAPE of the projected work 
is 37.5%, 64.2%, 34.2%, 68.75%, 69.5%, 80.7%, 41.8% and 
51.9% improved over the existing models like the CNN+Bi-
LSTM [2], C-LSTM [3], Bi-LSTM, RNN, MFO+CNN, 
GOA+CNN, SLnO+CNN and SOA+CNN, respectively. 

E. MSE Analysis 
MSE is the measure of the measure of the average of the 

squares of the errors (i.e. the averaged squared difference 
between the actual and the estimated value. 

( )∑
−

=
−

−
=
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k
eAct

MN
MSE

1

2Pr1

          
(32) 

The MSE of the proposed work is the lowest one for every 
variation in the learning percentage. The MSE of the projected 
work is found be below 8% for every variation in the learning 
percentage. The results acquired are shown in Fig. 11. The 
MSE value recorded by the existing works is above 15%. The 
proposed work has recorded the least MSE value at the 90th 
learning percentage. Moreover, all the existing models has 
recorded the MSE value as 50, 140, 42, 170, 70, 162, 19, 22 
and 9 for CNN+Bi-LSTM [2], C-LSTM [3],Bi-LSTM, RNN, 
MFO+CNN, GOA+CNN, SLnO+CNN and SOA+CNN and  
proposed work, respectively. From the acquired values, it is 
clear that the projected model has recorded the least MSE 
value. On observing the overall evaluation, it is clear that the 
presented work is less prone to errors [29]. 

 
Fig. 10. MAPE Analysis of SEEO Model. 

F. MSLE Analysis 
The Mean squared logarithmic error (MSLE) of the 

projected model has been shown in Fig. 12. The MSLE is the 
ratio of the measure between the actual and the predicted 
outcomes. 

∑
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         (33) 

The results acquired are shown in Fig. 12. On observing 
the outcomes, the projected model had exhibited lower MSLE 
values. The major reason behind this reduction owes towards 
the fine-tuning the weight function using the newly proposed 
optimization model [30]. 

G. RMSE Analysis 
“The RMSE is a frequently used measure of the 

differences between values (sample or population values) 
predicted by a model or an estimator and the values 
observed”. RMSE can be computed mathematically per 
Eq. (34). 
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         (34) 

The RMSE performance is evaluated for both the proposed 
and the extant techniques by varying the learning percentage. 
The results acquired are shown in Fig.13. The proposed work 
has recorded the least value for every variation in the learning 
percentage. The RMSE of the projected model at 60th learning 
percentage is 71.4%, 83.3%, 70.2%, 85.7%, 77.7%, 81.8%, 
50% and 53.4% improved over the existing models like the 
CNN+Bi-LSTM [2], C-LSTM [3],Bi-LSTM, RNN, 
MFO+CNN, GOA+CNN, SLnO+CNN and SOA+CNN, 
respectively [31]. 

 
Fig. 11. MSE Analysis of SEEO Model. 

 
Fig. 12. MSLE Analysis of SEEO Model. 
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H. Performance Analysis of Proposed Work: With vs Without 
Optimization 
The optimization algorithm deployed in this research work 

for eye landmark detection is said to play a major role in 
enhancing the detection accuracy of the eye blinks. It is 
essential to exhibit the supremacy of the optimization 
algorithms. Therefore, the proposed model has been validated 
with and without optimization logic. The results acquired are 
shown in Table II. The proposed work (KMF + I-ASM) with 
ESSO is compared over the existing models like Conventioanl 
Model (standard median filtering + Standard ASM) + ESSO 
and Conventioanl Model (standard median filtering +Standard 
ASM). The assessment has been carried out in terms of MAE, 
MAPE, MSE, MSLE, RMSE, respectively. The MAE of the 
projected model is 5.240172259, which is the least value when 
compared with the existing models. The MAE of the projected 
model is 16.3% and 15.5% better than the MAE of the 
conventional model + optimization and conventional model, 
respectively. 

 
Fig. 13. RMSE Analysis of SEEO Model. 

TABLE II. OVERALL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

 

proposed 
work 
(KMF+I-
ASM) with 
ESSO  

Conventioanl Model 
(standard median 
filtering+Standard 
ASM)+ESSO 

Conventioanl Model 
(standard median 
filtering+Standard 
ASM) 

MSE 5.240172 6.261141 6.204798 
MAE 1.754693 1.890539 1.909948 
MAPE 0.025316 0.02734 0.027585 
MSLE 0.001008 0.001201 0.00117 
RMSE 2.289142 2.502227 2.490943 

The MAPE of the projected model is 7.1% and 8.12% 
improved over conventional model + optimization and 
conventional model, respectively. In addition, the MSE of the 
projected model is 0.025316349, which is the least value when 
compared to conventional model + optimization = 
0.027340005 and conventional model = 0.027584814. In 
addition, the projected model with optimization has recorded 
the least MSLE and RMSE also. Thus, from the overall 
evaluation, it’s obvious that the major improvement behind the 
projected work in precisely detecting the eye blinks is only 
due to the fine-tuning of the weight of CNN via the 
optimization model [32]. 

I. Performance Analysis 
The performance of the projected model has been 

validated in terms of MSE, MAE, MAPE, MSLE and RMSE, 

respectively. On observing the outcomes, the projected work 
has recorded the least error measures. The results acquired are 
shown in Table II. The MSE of the projected work is 5.71662, 
which is indeed the least6 value when compared to CNN + Bi-
LSTM [2] = 24.57614, C-LSTM [3] = 64.39177, Bi-LSTM = 
14.25622, RNN = 80.51956, MFO + CNN = 65.42977, 
GOA+CNN = 12.47136, SLnO+CNN = 13.40547 and 
SOA+CNN = 8.938489. In addition, an improvement of 
54.1%, 71.6%, 52.6%, 74.8%, 67.6%, 77.3%, 33.1% and 
44.19% has been recorded by the projected model over the 
existing models like CNN + Bi-LSTM [2], C-LSTM [3], Bi-
LSTM, RNN, MFO+CNN, GOA + CNN, SLnO + CNN and 
SOA+CNN, respectively in terms of MAPE. The MSE of the 
proposed work is 37.9%, 59.9%, 35.7%, 64.7%, 64.8%, 
78.7%, 38.2% and 42.2% better than the MSE value recorded 
by existing models like CNN + Bi-LSTM [2], C-LSTM [3], 
Bi-LSTM, RNN, MFO + CNN, GOA+CNN, SLnO + CNN 
and SOA+CNN, respectively. The MSLE of the proposed 
work is 74.09%, 91.1%, 71.8%, 93.04%, 90.2%, 98.2%, 
62.6% and 65.5% better than the MSE value recorded by 
existing models like CNN + Bi-LSTM [2], C-LSTM [3], Bi-
LSTM, RNN, MFO+CNN, GOA+CNN, SLnO + CNN and 
SOA + CNN, respectively. Moreover, the RMSE of the 
projected model is also lower. The major reason behind this 
reduction in the error measures is owing to the utilization of 
the appropriate techniques for blink detection. Moreover, the 
prime objective of this research work is minimization of the 
error measures, which has been found to be achieved [33]. 

J. Overall Performance Analysis 
The overall performance of the projected model is 

validated in terms of MSE, MAE, MAPE, MSLE and RMSE, 
respectively. The results acquired are shown in Table III. On 
observing the outcomes, the projected work has recorded the 
least error measures. The MSE value recorded by the 
projected model is 5.71662, which is 76.7%, 91.1%, 59.9%, 
91.9%, 91.2%, 54.1%57.3% and 36.04% better than the MSE 
value recorded by existing models like CNN + Bi-LSTM [2], 
C-LSTM [3], Bi-LSTM, RNN, MFO + CNN, GOA + CNN, 
SLnO + CNN and SOA + CNN, respectively. In addition, the 
projected model has recorded the least MAPE as 
1.847275453, MSE as 0.026834139, MSLE as 0.001152411 
and RMSE as 2.390945437. The major reason behind this 
improvement is owing to the utilization of the optimized deep 
learning model for eye landmark detection [34]. 

K. Analysis on Optimization Error 
The optimization error measures recorded by the projected 

as well as existing models for 60, 70, 80 and 90 percent of 
learning are manifested in Table IV. At 60th learning 
percentage, the MSE value recorded by the projected model is 
6.235624262, which is the least value than the existing models 
[35]. The MSE of the projected work at 60th learning 
percentage is 87.4%, 95.4%, 86.3%, 96.2%, 91.65%, 96.16%, 
51.7% and 70.4% better than the MSE value recorded by 
existing models like CNN + Bi-LSTM [2], C-LSTM [3], Bi-
LSTM, RNN, MFO + CNN, GOA + CNN, SLnO + CNN and 
SOA+CNN, respectively. 
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TABLE III. OVERALL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED WORK 

 CNN+BI-LSTM [2] C-LSTM [3] Bi-LSTM RNN MFO+CNN GOA+CNN SLnO+CNN CNN+SGO CNN+ISGO 

MSE 24.57614 64.39177 14.25622 80.51956 65.42977 12.47136 13.40547 8.938489 5.71662 

MAE 3.136789 4.703131 2.530748 5.206161 4.894731 2.660722 2.838228 2.351218 1.847275 

MAPE 0.035335 0.049186 0.03004 0.053776 0.064812 0.037911 0.044808 0.034593 0.026834 

MSLE 0.002347 0.005867 0.001501 0.007401 0.008796 0.002181 0.003551 0.001795 0.001152 

RMSE 4.957433 8.024448 3.775741 8.973269 8.088867 3.531481 3.661348 2.989731 2.390945 

TABLE IV. ANALYSIS ON OPTIMIZATION ERROR 

Learning 
Percentage  

 CNN+BI-LSTM [2] C-LSTM [3] Bi-LSTM RNN MFO+CNN GOA+CNN SLnO+CNN CNN+SGO CNN+ISGO 

60 MSE 49.63121 137.5381 45.80966 168.2764 74.64012 162.3975 12.9309 21.13644 6.235624 

60 MAE 4.18496 6.766904 4.015798 7.63049 5.931651 8.493981 2.871482 3.441972 1.920842 

60 MAPE 0.04439 0.068813 0.042835 0.078037 0.078374 0.129324 0.044625 0.047733 0.027543 

60 MSLE 0.004503 0.013231 0.004145 0.016769 0.011923 0.065666 0.003121 0.003383 0.001167 

60 RMSE 7.044942 11.72767 6.768283 12.97214 8.639451 12.74353 3.595957 4.597439 2.497123 

70 MSE 24.57614 64.39177 14.25622 80.51956 65.42977 12.47136 13.40547 8.938489 5.71662 

70 MAE 3.136789 4.703131 2.530748 5.206161 4.894731 2.660722 2.838228 2.351218 1.847275 

70 MAPE 0.035335 0.049186 0.03004 0.053776 0.064812 0.037911 0.044808 0.034593 0.026834 

70 MSLE 0.002347 0.005867 0.001501 0.007401 0.008796 0.002181 0.003551 0.001795 0.001152 

70 RMSE 4.957433 8.024448 3.775741 8.973269 8.088867 3.531481 3.661348 2.989731 2.390945 

80 MSE 7.021394 27.4651 14.35815 37.27164 10.08974 11.63154 12.38245 8.942254 4.812689 

80 MAE 1.883875 3.272843 2.51215 3.682338 2.363624 2.586079 2.847396 2.376085 1.688624 

80 MAPE 0.024333 0.036495 0.029784 0.040014 0.033364 0.03649 0.044139 0.03589 0.024871 

80 MSLE 0.00092 0.002566 0.001488 0.003387 0.001733 0.002148 0.003147 0.002065 0.001023 

80 RMSE 2.649791 5.240716 3.789215 6.105051 3.176434 3.410505 3.518871 2.99036 2.193784 

90 MSE 4.077275 12.19301 2.714369 15.68119 9.575808 8.282909 6.852754 7.944575 3.126543 

90 MAE 1.551431 2.413057 1.276575 2.658186 2.45427 2.206566 2.005485 2.176067 1.192031 

90 MAPE 0.022036 0.029499 0.019703 0.031625 0.035901 0.031573 0.028835 0.032025 0.012821 

90 MSLE 0.000757 0.001373 0.00066 0.001648 0.001956 0.001578 0.001337 0.001672 0.000127 

           

TABLE V. ANALYSIS ON OPTIMIZATION METRICS 

Learning 
Percentage  

CNN+BI-LSTM 
[2] 

C-LSTM 
[3] 

Bi-
LSTM RNN MFO+CN

N 
GOA+CN
N 

SLnO+C
NN 

CNN+SG
O 

CNN+ISG
O 

60 Accurac
y 0.88 0.865 0.865 0.855 0.88 0.895 0.9025 0.88 0.92 

60 Precision 0.88 0.865 0.865 0.855 0.88 0.895 0.9025 0.88 0.92 

60 F-
Measure 0.88 0.865 0.865 0.855 0.88 0.895 0.9025 0.88 0.92 

70 Accurac
y 0.856667 0.836667 0.84666

7 
0.8533
33 0.81 0.846667 0.85 0.706667 0.89 
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70 Precision 0.856667 0.836667 0.84666
7 

0.8533
33 0.81 0.846667 0.85 0.706667 0.89 

70 F-
Measure 0.856667 0.836667 0.84666

7 
0.8533
33 0.81 0.846667 0.85 0.706667 0.89 

80 Accurac
y 0.705 0.75 0.675 0.69 0.695 0.7 0.715 0.63 0.765 

80 Precision 0.705 0.75 0.675 0.69 0.695 0.7 0.715 0.63 0.765 

80 F-
Measure 0.705 0.75 0.675 0.69 0.695 0.7 0.715 0.63 0.765 

90 Accurac
y 0.75 0.84 0.94 0.92 0.88 0.81 0.87 0.77 0.85 

90 Precision 0.75 0.84 0.94 0.92 0.88 0.81 0.87 0.77 0.85 

90 F-
Measure 0.75 0.84 0.94 0.92 0.88 0.81 0.87 0.77 0.85 

L. Analysis on Optimization Metrics 
The performance of the projected work is evaluated in 

terms of Accuracy, Precision and F-Measure, respectively. 
This evaluation has been carried out for varying learning 
percentage. The results acquired are shown in Table IV. The 
proposed work has attained the highest accuracy as 92% in 
case of eye blink detection at 60th learning percentage. The 
accuracy of the projected work at 60th learning percentage is 
4.3%, 5.97%, 5.97%, 7.06%, 4.3%, 2.7%, 1.9% and 4.3% 
improved over the existing models like CNN + Bi-LSTM [2], 
C-LSTM [3], Bi-LSTM, RNN, MFO + CNN, GOA + CNN, 
SLnO + CNN and SOA + CNN, respectively. In addition, at 
the 70th learning percentage [36-39], the projected model has 
recorded 89% of accuracy in eye blink detection. Moreover, at 
90th learning percentage, the proposed work has recorded 
accuracy as 85%, which is found to be 11.7%, 1.1%, 10.5%, 
8.23%, 3.5%, 4.7%, 2.3% and 9.4% improved over existing 
models like CNN + Bi-LSTM [2], C-LSTM [3], Bi-LSTM, 
RNN, MFO + CNN, GOA + CNN, SLnO + CNN and 
SOA+CNN, respectively. 

X. CONCLUSION 
In this research work, a novel eye-blink detection model is 

developed. The proposed eye blink detection model is 
modeled by following seven major phases: (a) video –to-frame 
conversion, (b) Pre-processing, (c) face detection, (d) eye 
region localization, (e) eye landmark detection and eye status 
detection, (f)eye blink detection and (f) Eye blink 
Classification. Initially, from the collected raw video 
sequence (input), each individual frames are extracted in the 
video –to-frame conversion phase. Then, each of the frames 
are subjected to pre-processing phase, where the quality of the 
image in the frames are improved using proposed Kernel 
median filtering (KMF) approach. In the face detection phase, 
the Viola-Jones Model has been utilized. Then, from the 
detected faces, the eye region is localization within the 
proposed eye region localization phase. The proposed Eye 
region localization phase encapsulates two major phases: 
Feature extraction and landmark detection. The features like 
improved active shape models (I-ASMs), LBP are extracted 
from the detected facial images. Then, the eye region is 
localization by using a new optimized CNN framework. This 
optimized CNN framework is trained with the extracted 
features (I-ASM and LBP). Moreover, to enhance the 

classification accuracy of eye localization, the weight of CNN 
is fine-tuned using a new Seagull Optimization with Enhanced 
Exploration (SOEE), which is the improved version of 
standard Seagull Optimization Algorithm (SOA) [31]. The 
outcome from optimized CNN framework is providing the 
exact location of the eye region. Once the eye region is 
detected, it is essential to detect the status of the eye (whether 
open or close). The status of the eye is detected by computing 
the eye aspect ratio (EAR). Then, the identified eye blinks are 
classified based on the computed correlation coefficient as 
long and short blinks. Finally, a comparative evaluation has 
been accomplished to validate the projected model. 
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